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But in the related field of the exploitation of natural resources, prevalent
opinion still is that the peculiar situation existing here requires governments to undertake far-reaching controls.. . .Few arguments have been
used so widely and effectively to persuade the public of the "wastefulnes of comp&tion" and the desirability of a ccnml direction of important ccunomic acri\,ities 35 the alleged squandering of natural roources
by private enterprise.'
The early conservation movement in the United States was initiated by
Theodore Roosevelt in 1908 when he called together a conference of state
governors.' The premise of the conservation movement, sometimes pointed
to as Roosevelt's most lasting achievement, was that natural resources are
being used too rapidly and that political controls should be used to conserve
the proper amount of resources for future generations. Increasingly, since
the rise in energy prices associated with the OPEC oil embargo, the conservation of natural resources has been a topic of debate in the popular media
as well as in academic circles. Now (as in Roosevelt's day) the conservation
movement is closely related to international rivalry and concern about
dependence of the U.S. on foreign resources (especially oil). Today, as during the initial conservation movement, the problem of inefficient resource
use can be traced directly to current and past government policies.'
Political action to achieve "conservation" has taken many forms. The
view held by Roosevelt and others that the market would lead to an overutilization of natural resources led to large quantities of forest, mineral,
park and other lands being reserved from public disposal. New agencies
such as the Forest Service, Grazing Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, and
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the Soil Conservation Service were established to develop long-term management programs on publicly held lands.4
Conservation efforts have been intensified during the past decade. For
example, there was a concerted effort in the early 1970's to enact "comprehensive land use planning" at the federal level to solve "the most serious
unresolved environmental problem in this country. . . ."' The conservation
of prime agricultural land (and open space) was a major goal of the proposed land use controls. The recent creation of the Department of Energy
was motivated in large part by the idea that the market does not properly
conserve oil, gas, coal and other energy sources.
Although recent work (discussed below) provides no evidence that there
is a "conservation problem," there is, as Hayek suggests in the initial quote,
a widespread view that the allocation of natural resources must not be left
to the market. What, then, is the reason for the mistaken views? First, part
of the misunderstanding derives from a view of conservation which is not
economically meaningful. Conservation, as frequently used, means not
consuming rather than the optimal rate of production and consumption
over time. Rothbard stresses the point that conservation in the sense of
merely preserving resources for future generations provides no guidance as
to the optimal rate of resource use.6
A second source of misunderstanding derives from the view that the
optimal rate of conservation (or use) by the resource owner can be objectively determined by a government agency or other outside analyst. This
paper shows why conservation, like any other capital investment problem,
is necessarily based on a subjective assessment of uncertain future conditions and, consequently, why no objective check on the efficiency of resource use is possible. The problem of identifying conservation problems
related to the use of natural resources is shown to be but one aspect of the
more general problem of identifying inefficient resource use.
The analysis stresses that resource management is a basic entrepreneurial function and that sound management cannot be determined independently of knowledge of other resources, estimates of future costs and benefits, and the goals of the resource owner. The implications of the analysis
are then related to Leibenstein's widely discussed "X-inefficiency" concept
and a dispute between Milton Friedman and Sir Dennis Robertson over the
effects of poor farming methods. The findings are also related to the stress
on marginal-efficiency rules (of conventional welfare economics) in resource
allocation. The analysis demonstrates why the multiple user, multiple purpose view of natural resources is inconsistent with the individualist approach, and stresses the fact that the solution to environmental problems
lies in defining and enforcing private property rights.
It is assumed throughout this paper that human action is purposeful and
that welfare is defined in terms of the welfare of individuals. Furthermore,
it is assumed that the individual decision-maker is the best judge of his own
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welfare and that interpersonal welfare comparisons cannot be made. Thus,
the costs and benefits perceived by the decision-maker are held to be the
appropriate data in evaluating choice.'

Conservation Issues
In terms of usage, conservation is usually applied to natural resources.
Although the conservation concept is widely misused, the conservation
problem from an economic point of view is one of choosing among alternative temporal distributions of resource use.8 Thus, conservation involves
investment and the proper timing of resource use and is similar to other
resource-allocation problems.
The price system of the market is a mechanism for rationing scarce resources both at a given time and over time.9 It is in the owner's interest to
exploit resources in such a way as to maximize the wealth or the present
value of the resources involved. Conservation laws which restrict the use of
resources forcibly shift resources to future production.1° Thus, forced conservation is likely to reduce the efficiency of resource use by distorting the
patten of resource use over time.
A key conservation argument holds that the unhampered market uses
resources too rapidly." However, there is no historical evidence that the
market leads to over-utilization of natural resources. Alchian and Allen
point out that there has instead been a historical tendency in the U.S. to
overestimate future scarcity of natural resources.
In fact, for the past half century at least, people have overestimated
future prices of natural resources. A study of prices of 15 natural resources 50 years ago (aluminum,bauxite, coal, copper, petroleum, gold,
iron ore, lead, lime, magnesium, natural gas, nickel, silver, tin, and
zinc) shows that even one was overvalued relative to their values at the
present, so that people were underconsuming and overconserving those
resources. relative to their values at the oresent time. Will the future be
different?"
Despite the lack of evidence, many people today are convinced that
there is a conservation problem. "In every generation, it seems, there are
some who will arise to warn that we are plundering the planet, and others
who claim its riches to be endless."13 A difference in outlook is understandable since there is no reason for different people to make the same assessment of uncertain future conditions. Most consumption of nonrenewable
resources rests on an act of faith. We know that the future is unpredictable
and will differ from the past. Yet, historical evidence underpins our faith
that by the time a resource is exhausted something new will have been discovered which will satisfy the same need or compensate for what we no
longer have so that we are, on the whole, as well off as before.14
Information and knowledge are key variables in decisions relating to the
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use of natural resources just as they are in all other resource markets. A resource owner will be induced by the profit motive to use a resource if benefits exceed costs (as perceived by the decision-maker). The discount rate is a
crucial element in any comparison of benefits and costs occurring over time.
The following section discusses the relationship between the market rate of
interest and the decision-maker's rate of time preference as these factors
affect the conservation decision.

Rate of Time Preference
In making decisions related to the use of natural resources, the entrepreneur
must assess the returns from resources in present as opposed to future use.
An analysis of the decision relating to the inter-temporal pattern of resource
use shows why this decision (like all other entrepreneurial decisions) is inherently subjective. It also reveals that a high rate of time preference relative to the market interest rate does not imply uneconomic resource use.
Time preference refers to the value placed on consumption in the near
future relative to the more distant future.lS The fact that an entrepreneur's
rate of time preference is high indicates that he is willing to forego a large
amount of future income in order to obtain urgently needed income in the
present. Hence, conservation in some cases may ostensibly appear to be
socially beneficial although judged uneconomic by the resource owner. If,
for example, a resource owner were unable to obtain a loan at the current
interest rate, then he might exploit the resource in the sense of disinvesting
where the apparent cost of conservation is less than the value of the resources saved. For example, if the value of a wood lot is increasing at say,
15 percent per year and the market interest rate is 10 percent, it appears to
be "socially" desirable that the trees be left to grow. The opportunity cost of
an additional year's tree growth is greater than the opportunity cost of
capital.
If the owner knows that the rate of growth of timber value exceeds the
market interest rate, however, he has an incentive not to cut the trees even
though his rate of time preference is higher than the market rate of interest.
If he is urgently in need of income in the present (i.e., has a high rate of time
preference), he might borrow, using the timber as collateral, or sell his timber at the discounted value of its expected future yield. Thus, under competitive conditions, there is no reason why a high rate of time preference by
the resource owner need imply uneconomic exploitation or disinvestment. If
the owner can't borrow or sell his tember at the discounted value of its expected future yield (as perceived by him), however, he may be forced to cut
the trees. In such cases where a landowner is unable to borrow money on the
basis of the discounted value of the expected future yield, the problem is not
the landowner's high rate of time preference but a difference of expectations
concerning the present value of the timber stand. The following section
demonstrates why expectations are likely to vary.
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Expectations and Opportunity Cost
The preceding example involved a case where investment was economic
based on anticipated costs and benefits of the resource owner. Disinvestment in land, forests, etc. is economic if the expected costs of conservation
exceed the expected benefits when costs and benefits are properly discounted.
Although the distinction between economic and uneconomic disinvestment is clear in theory, there is no objective way for an outside observer to
determine whether disinvestment in a particular resource situation is economic. Consider the forestry example cited above. It is observed that the
farmer disinvests, viz., he cuts the trees. This action indicates that the
owner's perceived benefits exceeded the costs. Another observer may assess
the situation differently. There is a great deal of uncertainty associated with
both the costs and returns of not harvesting the trees. Even if it is known
with a reasonable degree of certainty that the forest is physically growing at
15 percent per year, future timber prices are unknown.'6 Thus, even if the
physical quantity of timber is expected to increase by 15 percent, there is no
assurance that returns will increase at the same rate. In reality, one can
never be sure that the rate of growth in the value of a forest will exceed the
market interest rate." Thus, there is no way for an outside observer to demonstrate that the action by the forest owner was uneconomic based on a
comparison of costs and returns.
The cost of any activity is measured by the opportunities foregone. The
cost of letting trees grow on land for one year, for example, is measured by
the value of the best opportunity foregone as a result of keeping the land in
timber. Thus, cost, as related to choice, is always subjective since it involves
the value of foregone alternatives which can only be anticipated by the
decision-maker at the moment of choice.18 This means that the cost of conservation to the resource owner can only be determined by the resource
owner.
In the case of long-term conservation problems, there is a great deal of
uncertainty about the magnitude of future costs and benefits. In view of
these uncertainties, there is no reason why the outside observer and the resource owner should be expected to make the same estimate of the present
value of costs and benefits associated with any particular conservation
measure.19 This means that conservation, like all other entrepreneurial
decisions, is inherently subjective and that the outside observer cannot objectively establish on the basis of a comparison of discounted costs and
returns that the resource owner is failing to follow proper conservation
practices.
Moreover, it is inappropriate to judge the efficacy of a proposed course
of action on the basis of information not available to the decision-maker at
the time the decision was made.1° Shackle contrasts the subjectivist with the
orthodox view of testing the efficacy of choice:
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At what moment can a test of the efficacyof a proposed course of action
be usefully applied? At the moment when that course is to be adopted or
rejected.. . .The orthodox view is different. That view prescribes the
application of some public standard after the event, when the "objective," publicly observable outcome of the action can be seen. A public
standard is inappropriate because the conduct has not been chosen in
view of circumstances of publicly agreed character, but of circumstances
privately supposed by the individual. A standard only applicable after
the event is plainly useless as a guide to choice."
In the orthodox or conventional view which abstracts from uncertainties
associated with time, there is an optimal level of conservation which can be
objectively determined and is the same for all decision-makers. The policy
problem in this view is to isolate the cases of uneconomic exploitation arising from "market failure" and take corrective action so that the costs to the
resource owner are the same as the costs to society.
The conventional approach to conservation policy is subject to the crucial problem of central planning identified by Hayek forty years ago. Determining the optimal level of resource use requires more than a capacity for
arithmetical calculations in discounting given costs and benefits. Decisionmaking activity related to conservation and all other investment decisions
also requires subjective judgments by the entreprene~r.~'
Future costs, benefits and interest rates are all uncertain and the entrepreneur's conservation
decisions are thus necessarily rooted in uncertainty.
What are the implications? First, the fact that conservation decisions are
innately subjective does not mean that there are no checks on inefficient resource use. Losses serve as an effective rein on entrepreneurs with poor foresight.22 If losses are large, the firm will likely be driven out of business
regardless of its goals. Thus, success (to some extent) can be judged on
results rather than motivation. If firms do not use resources efficiently, the
firm is likely to be driven out of business regardless of its goals.24 Furthermore, since competitive costs and returns can only be determined through
the market, market results are the only objective way to test the efficacy of
entrepreneurial activity.
Second, imposed conservation measures are likely to reduce the
efficiency of resource use. In the case of nonrenewable resources, conservation efforts can distort the consumption pattern and thus cause too little of
the resource to be used in the current time period (or too much to be conserved for later time periods). In the case of renewable resources, such as
forests, conservation measures such as paper recycling will be counterproductive for people who desire large amounts of forests for esthetic values.
Paper recycling and similar conservation measures will reduce the number
of trees being grown. Thus, the more paper and other wood products used,
the more trees will be produced, and the larger the forest acreage. Thus,
people who derive benefits from seeing trees grow are working against their
best interests when they discourage the use of forest products.2s
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Third, the subjective nature of the entrepreneurial function has implications for success of governmental attempts to either mandate sound.management or to identify inefficient resource use. A discussion of inherent
problems in mandating sound management and in identifying examples of
"X-inefficiency" follows.
Mandating Sound Management and Identifying
Inefficient Resource Use
The preceding analysis suggests a number of problems inherent in governmental attempts to mandate efficient resource use. First, Alchian points out
a fundamental problem with the concept of profit maximization itself under
real world conditions. Where foresight is uncertain, profit maximization is
meaningless as a guide to specifiableaction since "each possible action has a
distribution of potential outcomes, only one of which will materialize if the
action is taken and that outcome cannot be foreseen.26
Second, as indicated above, management is subjective and decisions
must be based on anticipated costs and returns. Thus, under real world conditions of uncertainty, there is no reason to expect estimates of costs and
returns by the outside o b s e ~ eto
r coincide with those of the resource owner.
Third, efficient resource use cannot be determined for one resource independently of other resources. Thus, the optimal pattern of use for resource
X cannot be determined independently of the anticipated costs and returns
for complementary resources. For example, net returns will not be maximized by "a program of production designed to obtain the greatest net
return from the land" (or another resource) unless the use made of land is
compatible with the efficient use of all the landowner's resources.
Consider now the implications of these factors associated with the suhjectivity of the entrepreneurial function in identifying inefficient resource
use.

Leibenstein has recently "reformulated micro theory" to identify cases
where inputs are not used most effectively.
The X-inefficiency idea, in a narrow sense, is an extremely simple one.
Suppose that certain inputs have been allocated to a firm.These inputs
can he used with various degrees of effectivenesswithin the firm. The
more effectively they are used the greater the output. When an input is
not used effectively, the differencebetween the actual output and the
maximum output attributable to that input is a measure of the degree of
X-inefficiency.2'
Leibenstein attributes this difference between the actual and the maximum output to factors related to the allocation of managerial effort such as
ignorance, inertia and custom. Though these factors may result in a reduced
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level of output, such traits, as Stigler suggests, do not necessarily imply entrepreneurial inefficiency. The entrepreneur
does not seek to maximize the output of corn; he seeks to maximize utility, and surely other products including leisure and health as well as corn
IS achieved at the cost
enter his u ~ i l i t yfunction. When more of one goal
of less of another goal, the increase in output due to (say) increased effort is not an increase in "eficiency"; il is a change in outpu~.'~
The farmer can devote more time to corn production only by reducing
time used for leisure or for other purposes. The reduction in leisure may be
valued more highly by the farmer than the potential increase in corn income
resulting from the use of additional time spend in corn production. There is
no objective procedure by which an economist or other outside observer can
weigh the costs and benefits of corn and other outputs and determine that
the farmer could increase utility by producing more corn.
Leibenstein also cites lack of knowledge of alternative opportunities as
an example of X-inefficienc~.'~A problem similar to that discussed above
faces the outside observer in analyzing the costs and benefits of additional
knowledge to the entrepreneur. The expected costs and benefits of acquiring
knowledge are inherently subjective and cannot be measured by an outside
observer. Depending upon particular circumstances, different entrepreneurs
may rationally be expected to devote different amounts of resources to acquiring knowledge. Expected benefits of acquiring knowledge about production and marketing techniques (e.g., futures markets), for example,
would be much different for a farmer near retirement than for a farmer
planning to farm for another 20 or 30 years. Thus, since it is economic for
farmers to devote different amounts of time in acquiring knowledge, the
economist or other analyst cannot conclude that a farmer has "too little"
knowledge even though that farmer has far less knowledge relative to most
other farmers.
The implication is that objective information about specific resources is
not sufficient to determine whether resources are being efficiently used. The
soundness of resource use cannot be determined independently of the total
resource situation, the entrepreneurial outlook concerning future prices and
costs, and the attitude toward risk. All of these factors are subjective and
will vary widely from one entrepreneur to another. The implication of this
analysis is that there is no objective way to measure "X-ineffi~iency."~~

Friedman-Robertson Controversy
A dispute concerning the effects of "X-inefficiency" is contained in the
recently published correspondence between Milton Friedman and Sir
Dennis Robertson. The correspondence relates to the effect of British laws
of the 1950's which provided for supervision over the use made of agricultural land by county agricultural committees. "The laws provided for sanc-
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tions to assure that the land was used 'properly,' as judged by the county
committees."J1 The point of contention between Friedman and Robertson
concerns the extent to which the landowner bears the cost when "land is
badly used" (whether because the operator "likes leisure or to run his own
affairs or out of sheer i g n o r a n ~ e " ) .Friedman
~~
argues that the landowner
bears the cost of "poor farming" while Robertson holds that the cost is
borne by other members of society as well.
The individualistic ethic which assumes that individuals act in their own
interests as perceived by them casts the problem in a different light. As
Stigler points out above, a farmer seeks to maximize utility and not necessarily net income from agricultural products. If Farmer Jones has information on both alternatives and is forced to substitute corn production for
leisure by the county agricultural committee (or anyone else), he is obviously worse off. Farmer Jones produces more corn for "society" and makes
more money income but the additional income has a lower value than the
foregone leisure. In this case, there appears to be no sound economic basis
for saying that "society" is better off as a result of the increased corn production if Jones is forced to substitute corn production for leisure.
The argument that land is "badly used" in this case where Jones deliberately chooses to produce less corn implies that welfare is defined in terms
of a societal objective or standard that takes precedence over the goals of
individuals. Consider the following example cited by Leibenstein:
A recent paper by Kenneth Shapiro and Jurgen Muller examines the
choice of technique by farmers in Kenya. It demonstrates that in reality

farmers do not use as much knowledge as is available to them, not only
because of differences in costs but also because they do not wish to [emphasis in original copy]. . . .Furthermore, it would he strange to argue
that these real farmers are operating on their production frontier."
This purported example of "X-inefficiency" vividly illustrates the difference between the individualist and societal approaches. If farmers don't
choose to use all the information available to them, what is the basis for
concluding that they are inefficient? These farmers, like Farmer Jones above
(and like tenured college professors who work 35 hour weeks), have made a
choice based on their perceived costs and benefits." If individuals are considered to be incapable of determining their own interests, the only conceivable authority (as Buchanan suggests) must be some individual or group
that claims godlike qualities.
All approaches purporting to identify and measure inefficient managerial effort are inconsistent with the individualistic approach. Any standard
used must be highly a r b i t ~ a r y There
. ~ ~ is no way the outside observer can
have better data upon which individuals base their decisions than possessed
by the individuals themselves. What, then, can be said about information
problems as they relate to the management decisions?
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Information Problems
Information and management are inextricably linked. Furthermore, conservation and management decisions require subjective judgments by the resource owner. The implications of these facts in monitoring resource management practices d o not appear to be widely recognized. The widespread
use of marginal efficiency conditions as welfare norms in conventional economic theory is a case in point.

Marginal Eflciency Conditions
The market operates on the basis of profit incentives. Moreover, entrepreneurial success hinges on how effectively profit opportunities are discovered
and exploited. The entrepreneur is given data on neither costs nor returns
associated with different alternatives. Thus, entrepreneurial choices relating
to conservation and resource management are based on opportunities for
gain as perceived by the entrepreneur. The implications of the fact that
decision-making is rooted in uncertainty involving choice among thoughts
or expectations, and not from among actual known outcomes, has been repeatedly stressed by Schackle.
Conventional economics is not about choice, but about acting according
to necessity. Economic man obevs the dictates of reason. follows the
logic of choice. To call his cond&t choice is surely a mis"se of words,
when we suppose that to him the ends amongst which he can select, and
the criteria of selection, are given, and the means to each end are known
.. . .The escape we have suggested consists not in abandonment of
rationality, not in abandonment of the adoption of the means which will
lead to the selected end, but in abandonment of the postulate that the
available ends are given.36
Emphasis in the standard economic theory of the firm is placed on marginal efficiency conditions of resource use assuming that the necessary information is available or can be readily obtained. There is a consensus among
economists, for example, that a resource is optimally used when its value of
the marginal product is the same in all uses. But, as Hayek states, information about marginal efficiency conditions of this kind

.. .is emphatically not the economic problem which society faces.. . .
The reason for this is that the "data" from which the economic calculus
starts are never for the whole society "given" to a single mind which
could work out the implications and can never be so given. The economic problem of society is thus not merely a problem of how to allocate "given" resources-if "given" is taken to mean given to a single
mind which deliberately solves the problem set by these "data". It is
rather a problem of how to secure the best use of resources known to
any of the members of society, for ends whose relative importance only
these individuals know. Or, to put it briefly, it is a problem of the utilization of knowledge which is not given to anyone in its totality."
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It might be contended that the conclusion (of the final sentence) is as
much an argument for state intervention as not. Such a conclusion, however, fails to take account of the significance of the "market socialism"
debate of the 1930's concerning the possibility of rational economic planning in the absence of market information provided through the price system. Given information on preferences, resources, and production functions, rational central economic planning is possible. These data are, of
course, not given and no procedure has been found by which the necessary
data or information can be obtained for central planners to simulate a
competitive market.38
Market prices act to coordinate the separate actions of different people
so that the relevant information is transmitted to all. Moreover, the competitive market process not only mobilizes existing knowledge; it also provides incentives for the discovery of new opportunities to improve the
efficiency of resource use.'9
What are the implications for the use of marginal efficieny conditions to
monitor resource use? As previously indicated, data relevant to decisions
affecting resource use must incorporate information on future as well as
current conditions. For example, intelligent decisions concerning the optimal rate of use of natural resources require estimates of future costs and
prices. Yet, forecasts of future technological and economic developments
are highly subjective. Consequently, as indicated above, there may be little
or no relationship between the costs and benefits estimated by the outside
observer and the evaluations that individuals place on alternatives in actual
choice situation^.'^ Marginal efficiency conditions are of little use in monitoring the efficiency of resource use if the data upon which choice by individual decision-makers is based is distinct from any data that can be objectively called upon by external observer^.^'
The use of marginal efficiency conditions as a policy norm has received a
great deal of attention during the past decade in the case of "spillovers."
Spillovers or Exfernal Effects

When there are beneficial or undesirable side effects associated with the use
of a privately owned resource, all of the effects are not reflected in costs
borne by the resource owner. The pollution of streams from building activity, firm wastes, and fertilizer runoff are common examples of water-related
spillovers. Industrial plants, autos and many other economic activities have
contributed toward air pollution.
A common approach is to view land and other natural resources as multiple-purpose, multiple-user, natural assets which, for efficient use, must be
managed through the collective choice mechanism.42 Under this approach,
taxes, subsidies, pollution permits and other procedures are proposed as
ways of internalizing externalities through the marginal efficiency conditions of welfare economics.
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The marginal efficiencyconditions are useful to individual entrepreneurs
in the context of a logic of choice (as shown below). The use of marginal ef,
apply to aggregate resource use, however, is inconsisficiency rules a ~ they
tent with the individualistic approach. Consider the much stressed efficiency
rule of theoretical welfare economics that a per unit tax equal to the difference between marginal private costs and marginal social costs will "internalize the externality" or bring about an "optimal level" of spillover. This
approach suffers from several critical shortcomings.
First, problems posed to the outside observer in estimating firm costs as
they motivate choice, although not recognized by many economists, are well
known to economists of the subjectivist t r a d i t i ~ n . ~"Social
)
costs" may be
viewed as the sum of all (private) costs associated with a particular a~tivity.~'
Thus, since "social costs," like private costs, are subjective, problems confronted in measuring "social costs" can't be overcome merely by devoting
more resources to data collection.
Second, there is an implicit interpersonal comparison concealed in the
concept of "social cost." Even if it were possible to determine the spillover
costs incurred by Jones and Smith, there is an implicit assumption in adding
these costs together that a dollar of cost to Jones is equal to a dollar of cost
to Smith.4s The individualistic approach, of course, does not permit such
interpersonal utility comparisons.
Third, the cost-benefit approach to determining the optimal amount of
pollution is inconsistent with private property rights in the market. The idea
that efficient resource use can be determined independently of the structure
of property rights is based on "a grand illusion," viz., that one can have
markets without divisible and transferable property rights.46 If there is a
known policy that individual property rights for a particular asset must
yield to the "common good," the market for that asset would be similar to
that for "common property" resources where users have no incentive to
properly husband resources.
What are the implications for marginal efficiency conditions? The marginal efficiency conditions of welfare economics are impeccable as logical
constructs and provide useful guides to individual decision-makers at the
firm leveL4' However, as lodestars of public policy, the use of these conditions suffers from the problems noted above. The emphasis is placed on the
logical construct with little attention devoted to information problems or to
the implications for property rights. In conventional welfare economics, alternative solutions to spillover problems focus, to a considerable extent, on
advantages and disadvantages of alternative "internalization" procedures as
though the necessary data are "given."48
All spillover problems involve cases where property rights are not clearly
identified and enforced. The problem in such cases is not "market failure"
but the failure of the legal system to provide necessary conditions for the
market to operate. In this sense, then, spillover problems may be viewed as
"government failure" and not "market failure."
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These comments suggest that the key responsibility of government in
spillover problems is t o define and protect property rights. The liability approach involves a n effort to fully define property rights, thereby defining
spillovers as either (1) an invasion of property rights or (2) a risk which the
offended property owner bore when the property was a ~ q u i r e d . ' ~
Bjornseth and Burt (pp. 1 and 4) point out how current spillover problems relating t o natural resources can be traced t o the lack of enforcement
of private property rights:

-

Historicallv.
.. leeal .nroblems with nollution and externalities began
- to
occur when courts refused to protect individual property rights, favoring instead the supposed common good which was said to result from
allowing a railroad to set fire to adjoining property with its steam locomotives, or from allowing a factory to pollute urban air. When courts
ceased to defend the individual property owner against such incursions,
the familiar "public goods" problem began to take on serious proportions. More and more people used the unowned and undefended air and
water as pollution sinks.1°
Managing natural resources through the regulatory approach involving
taxes, subsidies, etc. assumes that resources belong to whoever can make
best use of these resources regardless of any previous assignment of property rights. The alternative t o viewing a natural resource as property which
must be regulated for the "higher good" is as indicated above, to convert it
into securely protected private property.51
There are, of course, formidable problems in developing a logical system of well-defined property rights based on the trespass model (especially
for air). However, it has been shown that the alternative of regulating and
managing natural resources to achieve marginal efficiency conditions is
fraught with theoretical as well as practical difficulties. Buchanan in reviewing Posner's Economic Analysis of Law reveals in a graphic reducfio ad
absurdum the implications of an unlimited adherence t o the "efficiency
criterion":
For ordinary crimes-theft and rape, for example-he [Posner] is somewhat reluctantly willing to allow unconditional legal deterrence independently of "maximum value" on the grounds that potential transactions
costs between criminal and victim are low. Hence. freely. negotiated
exchange or market allocation ian be presumed to bc an effectivesubstitute l'or littaation: That i, to say, il'rhe benefits secured by thc potential
rapist exceed the losses suffered by the victim, mutual gains from exchange should exist and such trades should take place. Posner is trapped
into this argument, which to me approaches absurdity, because of his
insistence on the relatively unlimited applicabilityof the maximum value
or cficieniy criterion. He seems quite unuilling to acknowledge that law
is to hc enforced because it is the la%,sometimes quite independently of
external economic considerations."
It is unrealistic t o expect that property rights confiicts can be eliminated.
Wicksell, as a way of avoiding conflicts, proposed that all collective deci-
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sions be made unanimously. However, the selection of an institutional arrangement, if made on any basis other than the rule of unanimity, conflicts
with the individualist approach. Within the limits of prevailing rules, each
interest group attempts to improve its own position and there is generally no
way to reach c o n s e n s ~ s .Buchanan
~~
and Tullock adopted conceptual unanimity as a criterion in examining the logical foundations of constitutional
democracy. They summarize the implications of the continuous struggle of
special interest groups as follows:
Ultimately the hope for some "improvement" must lie in the mutual
consent of the special interests themselves for constitutional changes
which will act so as to reduce the excessive costs that discriminatory legislation imposes on all groups over time. It is in seeking such changes in
the organizational rules themselves that genuinely enlightened self interests of these groups may be expressed.J4
Recent work by Buchanan, Hayek, Nozick, and Rawls represents a resurgence of interest in these basic constitutional problems and i~sues.5~
Conclusions and Implications
The principles of conservation in the use of land and other natural resources
are no different in theory from those of other resources. Conservation is an
investment problem and should be judged by precisely the same criteria as
all other investments.
Under competitive conditions the owner has an incentive to properly use
land and other natural resources and, where property rights are clearly defined and enforced, the owner is induced to properly conserve resources
even when his rate of time preference is higher than the market interest rate.
Incentives to use natural resources may be distorted, however, when the
owner has a high rate of time preference and resource markets do not operate smoothly, or if, as in the case of spillovers, markets do not exist.
Sound management and conservation practices can be determined only
by comparing the expected (properly discounted) costs and benefits which
are based on expectations and, consequently, uncertain. Thus, evaluations
of resource use by the entrepreneur and by an outside observer are likely to
be quite different. The economist can provide information helpful to the
decision-maker in assessing alternatives, but costs and benefits of a resource
as they affect the entrepreneurial choice can never be determined by an outside observer. The economist has no objective procedure (aside from the
survivor principle) to identify inefficient resource use.S6
More attention should be devoted to information problems in analyzing
conservation and other natural resource issues. The most important economic problems in achieving efficient resource use involve the coordination
of existing knowledge and the discovery of new opportunities by market
participants. Acceptance of this view implies a shift in the focus of attention
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by the economic analyst from the idealized model of "perfect competition"
to the market as a process of entrepreneurship motivated by an incentive
mechanism to bring about the must useful employment of resources.
The presence of "market failure", in the sense that real world markets do
not conform to the criteria and standards of the idealized competitive model
of theoretical welfare economics, offers no prima facie case for government
action. Whether current resource markets can be improved depends upon
whether there is an alternative institutional arrangement better able to cope
with resource problems. When real world political institutions are measured
against any idealized polity we have "public failure."57 Thus, the choice
between market and non-market approaches to the use of natural resources
can be intellegently made only after markets as they actually operate are
compared with government regulation as political institutions functioning
in the real world.'8 Such policy decisions cannot be properly arrived at
without an understanding of the information problems inherent in all economic regulation.
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nature and for the use of the economic efficiency criterion in solving externality problems.
"We have avoided the term (externalities) because it is misleading. It suggests that the correct solution in the soarks case is to imoose liability on the railroad far soark damaee.
- .
whereas in fact there is no oresumotian in economic thearv that the railroad rather than
the farmer should be made lo hear the cost of spark damage If t h e ) o > n\nlueof
~
rmlroad
mg and Pdrm~ngwould be max~m~zed
by ihc d~rcon!inudnceof crup protectlun. the sub,t~
tution of a more fire-resistant crop, or the removal of the crop to some distance from the
railroad right-of-way, then imposition of liability on the railroad would produce an inefficient result (assuming, of course, prohibitive transactions costs)." R.A. Posner, Economic
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